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**Project Description:**
This project sought to assess how art teachers utilize the recently created website: handheldart.org with specifics to mobile technologies (iPads and tablets) and its usefulness to art teachers.

*Handheld Art* is a relational database run on the open source web publishing system Omeka (http://omeka.org). *Handheld Art* is to be used as a repository for building interdisciplinary art and humanities lessons, paired with art collections, for K-12 educators. Access is free to students, educators and the general public alike. Of particular importance for coherence and applicability in schools, *Handheld Art* is organized through the use of Enduring Ideas, a curriculum approach widely embraced in current curriculum studies literature and the National Coalition of Core Art Standards.

**Project Goals and Objectives:**
The goal of the *Handheld Art Assessment* project was to finish building the website and app through the addition of art images from the Columbia Museum of Art. Once completed, there was a need to assess the function of the website and app in the art classroom and how it might or might not be useful to art teachers. Specifically, the project director asked: How do communities of learners use the HHA website in their K-12 art classrooms? To what extent do art educators incorporate the Handheld Art mobile technology in their lesson planning? Through a community of learners, including the project director, project assistants, programmers, advisory board, and practicing teachers, the research revealed the presence of mobile technology in K-12 art classrooms as well as its impact on student practice.

**Description of Activities Supported by this Grant. For Research Grantees, include a summary of research methodology.**
From an applicant pool, 5 teachers were selected for participation in this study. *Handheld Art* programmers created five individual and password protected web pages that were specifically designed for the teachers in the *Handheld Art Assessment*. These websites were later used for data collection and subsequent analysis. After a daylong teacher’s training day that included expectations, working with enduring ideas, a rubric for scoring, and overall use of the individual password protected web pages, teachers were left to use the website as they wanted. Of particular importance for this study is that the teachers were to build their lesson plans using iPads or tablets and that they document their work through pictures, videos, and writing on their personalized webpage. The research began collecting all the data that the teachers created through a matrix. The teacher’s sites were examined for frequency count and reflective writing using content analysis methodology; data was examined for themes and trends.
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*Jeff Donovan, Dream Boater, 2008, Columbia Museum of Art*
Results: Lessons Learned or Findings of Research
The overarching lesson learned was that through assessing the Handheld Art Website and App, art teachers and their students enjoyed using the software in their classrooms and stated that they would use it again and many times over. These findings encourage the researcher to continue developing the website into broader uses for the art classroom and branching into interdisciplinary realms. Teachers commented that they wished for more artwork, more lessons, and most importantly, an actual tool that students could actually use on their tablets and iPads in order to create art with all the available open access artwork. The researcher is seeking more funding in order to more fully develop the website into a more interactive website and app and to add more museums and artwork to the website.

Impact of Receiving this Grant:
Five art teachers were invited to use the HHA website for a year in their own classrooms. Currently, the five teachers are in districts where each student in middle and high school levels are issued an iPad or tablet to for the year. Through this work, about 200 art teachers in 5 districts were trained to use the website through the participants in this study. These teachers in essence became art leaders in their districts and within the state at conferences. Further, the grant provided funds for these assessment findings that has yielded a book chapter, one article forthcoming, one article in process with the 5 art teachers, a Facebook page, another $20,000 grant to include the Gibbes Museum, and two more grants in process.
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